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May 18, 2020
August 25, 2008
The Nebraska Psychological Association is dismayed by the commencement speech that US Senator Ben
Sasse delivered to graduating seniors at Fremont High School on May 16. Rather than acknowledge the
tremendous
presented by this pandemic crisis, and provide these graduates with the inspiration,
Mark Lukin,challenges
Ph.D.
wisdom,
and support
2911
Sedalia
Drive they need, Senator Sasse instead chose to belittle them, insult their families, and
make
demeaning
remarks about the psychology profession.
Lincoln, NE 68516
As highly
Dear
Mark:trained mental health professionals and as community members, we are disturbed that a US
senator would send such a message to these young people, who have already experienced high levels
of community
trauma
andchecks
now face
uncertain of
future.
We would
hope that
Senator
Sasse, with whom
Enclosed
please
find two
andan
a summary
the money
processed
August
25, 2008.
NPA leadership has met many times to advocate for Nebraskans’ mental health needs, would demonstrate
betterenclosed
judgment.
Also
are copies of the following emails to you:
We would
like the opportunity
to correct
August
11 also
– Following
up on invoices
from Senator Sasse’s impression of the utility of psychology. In
Nebraska, psychologists
haveConnections
increased the
number of mental health professionals by 18 percent. This is
Community
– $138
significant in a state
with
a
very
high
number
of Mental Health Care Health Professional Shortage Areas.
ACG – $1500
The COVID-19 Pioneer
pandemic
has only
intensified this very serious need for additional providers. We strongly
Printing
– $19.32
encourage graduates to consider the study of psychology or other mental/behavioral health professions,
which offer
valued #23980
careers. and #23905 from
August
15 –enriching
Resendingand
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Mail Solutions – $74.50
During this time of unprecedented collective trauma, loss, and rapid change, psychologists in Nebraska
are continuing
to dowith
whatmy
weinvoice
do everywhere:
provide assessment and treatment across the lifespan;
August
15 – Email
for July attached
consult and collaborate with other clinicians and agencies; do research, supervision and training for
multidisciplinary
clinicians;
forconfirm
legislation
andof
public
policy
that
accessSince
to care;
Each
of these emails
asked ifadvocate
you could
receipt
the email
and
theincrease
attachments.
I’veand
not
remain
nimble
adapting
to new challenges
crises like this
one.getting to you. I received
yet
heard
from in
you,
I’m concerned
that these presented
emails andbyattachments
are not
another statement from Mail Solutions today for their balance due (although this statement shows a
As we have
times
we expect
to respectfully and collaboratively meet with Senator Sasse
slightly
less many
amount
due in
forthe
thepast,
#23905
invoice?).
for education, consultation, and information about the behavioral health care needs of his constituents.
Could you please contact me when you receive this letter? Please either email or phone me so that I know
that the checks have been received, and advise if you are receiving my emails and attachments.
Thank you! I really appreciate your help with this. If you have any questions, please let me know.
Diane Marti, Ph.D.
Katie Carrizales, Ph.D.
Anne Talbot, Psy.D.
NPA
President
NPA
President
Elect
NPA
Immediate Past President
Sincerely,
For the Nebraska Psychological Association Board of Directors
Carmen Skare
Enclosures

